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Thanks for choosing Elechomes ! 

Please read this user manual carefully and keep it for future reference. 
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This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is 
subject to the following two conditions: 
(1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this 
device must accept any interference received, including interference 
that may cause undesired operation.



Your safety and the safety of others are very important.
We have provided many important safety messages in this manual and on your 
appliance.Always read and obey all safety messages.

This symbol alerts you to potential hazards that can kill or hurt you and 
others.All satety messages will follow the safety alert symbol and either 
the word "DANGER"or"WARNING".These mean:

This is the safety alert symbol.

You can be killed or seriously injured if you don't 
follow structions.

You can be killed or seriously injured if you don't 
immediately follow structions.

All safety messages will tell you what the potential hazard is, tell you how to reduce the 
chance of injury, and tell you what can happen if the instructions are not followed.

Important Safeguards

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always 
be followed, including the following:

1.Ensure the polarized plug fit into the polarized outlet only one way. 
If not, reverse the plug or contact a qualified electrician to install the 
proper outlet. DO NOT modify the plug in any way.
2.Never use the extension cord with this product.
3.Remove utensils prior to processing to avoid the damage of the jar or 
personal injury.
4.The Elechomes Chopping Blade Assembly is sharp and unlocked in place. 
Remove and hold it by the shaft before emptying contents to prevent the 
risk of laceration.
5.Don’t blend hot liquids to avoid excessive pressure to prevent risk of 
being burned.

DANGER

WARNING



SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

6.Don’t allow young children to operate or use it as a toy. Close supervision 
is necessary when any appliance is used near children.
7.Keep the appliance and the power cord away liquids.
8.Don’t let the power cord hang over the edge of table or counter or touch 
hot surfaces such as the stove.
9.Don’t operate the appliance with a damaged cord or plug to ensure the 
device functions properly.
10.Remove the power cord from the electrical outlet when not in use.
11.Just grasp the plug to pull the power cord from electrical outlet for 
disconnection instead of yanking it.
12.Keep the appliance away from any hot surfaces.

13.Avoid contact with moving parts.

14.Keep hands and utensils out of the container while blending to prevent

 the possibility of severe injury to persons or damage to the unit. A scraper 

may be used, but must be used only when the unit is not running.

15.Don’t sharpen the blades.

16.Don’t use the cracked container.

17. Don’t add overmuch food into the appliance.

18. Don’t use the appliance if the chopping blades are bent or damaged.

19. Keep everything away from working blades and container to prevent 

personal injury and damage to the appliance. 

20. Never operate the appliance without the lid and bowl in place.

21. Don’t try to defeat the interlock mechanism. Make sure that the 

cutting blades are properly assembled before operating the appliance.

22.This product is only for household use. 

23.Don’t operate the appliance without anything.

24.Ensure the cover is secured in place before operating the appliance.



Speed Control Dial

Switch ON/OFF

Turbo 

Blending Jar
Chopping blade

Chopper Attachment Whisk Attachment

MotorBody 

Lock/unlock button

Stainless Steel 
Blending Arm

Easy �ngertip control from low to high blending speeds.

Use the Blending Arm attachment for smoothies, milk shakes, soup, cooked vegetables, 
frosting, or baby food.

Use the whisk to whip cream, beat egg whites, mix instant puddings, vinaigrettes, mousse, 
or making mayonnaise.

Activated by pressing and holding during blending. To stop blending, simply release the 
power button.

- Speed Control Dial + Switch ON/OFF

- TURBO

- Blending Arm

- Whisk Attachment

Product Introduction

Parts and Features Guide

TURBO



Perfect for small chopping jobs like herbs, nuts and vegetables. Chopper includes a bowl, 
blade, and chopper adapter. The chopper has a non-slip base on the bottom of the bowl to 
prevent movement of the entire attachment during chopping process.

Allows you measure, mix and blend with precision and convenience.

Insert Blending Arm attachment 
into motor body.

First press the Lock/Unlock button and 
then take o� the blending Arm.

When using the Elechomes Hand Blender for the �rst time, wipe the motor body and attachment 

adapters with a clean, damp cloth to remove any dirt or dust. You can use mild dish soap but not 

abrasive cleansers. Dry with a soft cloth. Wash all the attachments and accessories by hand or in 

the dishwasher and dry them thoroughly.

- Assembling Your Hand Blender

- Chopper  Attachment

- Blending Jar

How to Use Your Hand Blender

TURBOTURBO



1. Insert Blending Arm attachment into the motor body.

2. Plug the power cord into the socket.

3. Set the speed to the minimum. Adjust the speed by turning the speed control 

dial on top of the Hand Blender.

4.Insert the Hand Blender into the mixture.

5. Press the Power button to activate the Hand Blender.

6. When blending is �nished, turn o� the blender before removing it from the mixture.

7. Unplug the device immediately after use, before removing or changing attachments.

Insert Hand Blender into the jar containing ingredients 

at an angle. Use your free hand to cover the handle of the 

blending jar for better stability and avoid splattering. 

 Hold at an angle and slowly draw it upwards against 

the side of the jar. As the Hand Blender is drawn up, you will 

notice the ingredients from the bottom of the jar are drawn up. 

When the ingredients are no longer drawn up from the bottom, 

return the Hand Blender to the bottom of the jar and repeat the 

process until the ingredients are at the desired consistency.

Using a light circular motion from your wrist, draw the Hand 

Blender up slightly and let it fall again into the ingredients. 

Allow your wrist motion and the weight of the Hand Blender

 to do the work. 

- Using The Blending Arm

Tips for blending

1. Hand Blender should only be immersed in liquids within the length of the attachment. 

2. DO NOT submerge beyond the seam of the blending attachment. 

3. DO NOT immerse the motor body into liquids or other mixtures.

4. DO NOT operate the appliance empty.

 

CAUTION



1.Insert the Whisk into the Whisk Adapter (Fig.1).

2.Insert the Whisk Adapter into the motor body  (Fig.2). Adjusts the whisk to the proper 

range of speeds appropriate for whipping. 

3.Plug the electrical cord into an electrical wall socket. 

4. Adjust the speed by rotating the Speed Control Dial on top of the Hand Blender.

5. Insert the Hand Blender into the mixture. The stainless steel whisk may scratch or mar 

non-stick coatings; avoid using the whisk in non-stick cookware.

6.Press the Power button to activate the Hand Blender.

7. When whisking process is complete, release the Power button before removing Hand 

Blender from the mixture. 

8. Unplug immediately after use, before removing or changing attachments.

- Using the Whisk Attachment

(Fig.1)

(Fig.2)

1.The stainless steel whisk may scratch or mar non-stick coatings; avoid using the whisk 

in non-stick cookware.

2.To prevent splattering and splash-out, use the whisk attachment in deep containers or pans.

CAUTION



1.Insert the chopping blade  into the spindle pin inside the processing bowl.(Fig.3)

2.Put small pieces of food to the bowl. DO NOT over�ll.

3.Insert the Chopper attachment into the Chopper bowl and twist to lock.(Fig.4)

4.Align the Chopper bowl with the motor body and lock 

them together. (Fig.5)

5.Hold the motor body with one hand and the Chopper 

bowl with the other while using the devices.

6.Press the Power button to activate Hand Blender. 

For best results, press and hold the power button for 

“TURBO” and releasing the Power button until ingredients 

reach the desired consistency. 

7.When chopping is �nished, release the Power button.

8.Remove motor body from Chopper attachment. 

9. Unplug the device immediately after use, before 

removing or changing attachments.

- Using the Chopper Attachment

(Fig.3)

Spindle pin

(Fig.4)

Make sure the cover is 
completely set in the 
container.

(Fig.5)

Handle blades carefully.
Failure to do so can result in cuts.

Cut Hazard

WARNING



1. Cut solid food into small pieces �rst for easier blending or chopping. 

2. To avoid splashing, insert the Hand Blender into the mixture before pressing the power 

    button, and release the power button before pulling the Hand Blender out of the mixture.

3. When blending in a saucepan on a cooktop, remove the pan from the heating element to 

    protect the Hand Blender from overheating.  

Processing chart
TO  MAKE                                                            INSTRUCTIONS 

Bread Crumbs

Cheese, Parmesan

Cookie Crumbs

Fruit, Chopped

Garlic, Minced

Graham 

Tear bread slices (up to 2) into 6 pieces.

Cut in 1/2-inch (1.3-cm) cubes. Process 1/2 cup 
(118 ml) of cubes at a time.
Break into pieces. Use up to 1 1/2 cups 
(355 ml) of pieces.

Cut fruit into 1-inch (2.5-cm) chunks. Place up to 
1 1/2 cups (355 ml) of pieces into chopper.

Cut  into 2cm. Place up to 1 1/2 cups (355 ml) 
of pieces into chopper.

Peel; then process 1 or more cloves at a time.

Place up to 1 cup (237 ml) in chopper.

Pinch o� sprigs from bunch.

Cut vegetables into 1-inch (2.5-cm) chunks. 
Place up to 1 1/2 cups (355 ml) in chopper at a time.

Break into 4 pieces. Place up to 6 crackers in 
chopper at a time.

Nuts, Chopped

Parsley

Vegetables

Meats

Cracker 
Crumbs

Operating Tips

1. DO NOT operate the appliance continuously for more than 15 seconds at a time. 

For coarsely chopped foods, use repeated short pulsing action until the desired 

consistency is reached.

2. Never add ingredients into the container before placing the blade assembly into it.

3. For mincing, chopping and pureeing, increase the length of pulses.

4. For coarse chopping, use short, quick pulses and monitor food texture.

5. Pre-cut large and hard foods into 2.5cm cubes to make them fit into the processing bowl. 

CAUTION



4. For best blending, hold the Hand Blender at an angle and gently move up and down within 
  the container. Do not pound down on the mixture with the Hand Blender. 
5. To prevent over�ow, leave room in the container for the mixture to rise when using the 
    Hand Blender.
6. Do not place the Hand Blender in a hot pan on the cooktop when not in use. 
7. Remove hard items, such as fruit pits or bones, from the mixture before blending or chopping 
    to help prevent damage to the blades. 
8. Do not use your Hand Blender to process co�ee beans or hard spices such as nutmegs. 
    Processing these foods could damage the blades of the Hand Blender. 
9. Do not use the jar or the chopper bowl in the microwave oven. 
10. The stainless steel whisk may scratch or mar non-stick coatings; avoid using the whisk in 
      non-stick cookware. 
11. To prevent splattering, use the whisk attachment in deep containers or pans.

Cleaning and Maintenance

1. Make sure that the motor body  is unplugged from power source before inserting or removing 
the blade assembly and before cleaning.

2. Do Not immerse the motor body  and adapters into liquids. Clean the device with a damp 
sponge or cloth.

3. Remove the adapters and attachments by twisting them. 
Hand Washing: Wash the container, blending jar, Whisk, and chopping blade in the warm and 
soapy water. When washing the chopping blade , use a dish-washing utensil with a handle to 
avoid contacting with sharp edges. Rinse and air dry thoroughly.
Dishwasher: The container,blending jar, Whisk, and chopping blade are all dishwasher safe. 
Ensure that the chopping blade  is removed from the container before placing it in the dishwasher.

Wash the chopping blade carefully as the bladesare sharp. 
Contact with the blades’ edges may result in laceration.

WARNING

CAUTION

DISHWASHER-SAFE



Warranty Information

Hand blender

HB106

18-month
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